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Technical Summary

Market Messages:
• Breadth Deteriorating but Not Breaking Down – Minor breadth
divergences that remain minor can represent opportunities. The risk is that
minor divergences can morph into more significant divergences. All major
divergences start small, but not all small divergences become significant.
Right now, the decline in the percentage of stocks trading above their
various averages constitutes a minor divergence that could easily be
resolved without more significant index-level weakness.

Trend: Longer-term trends suggest
cyclical rally remains intact

• New Leg Higher Should Come with Expansion in New High List – For
breadth to deteriorate at a time when the indexes have cooled off is not
uncommon. The test will be if/when the indexes resume their up-trend. If
that move is not accompanied by an expansion in the new high list and an
increasing percentage of stocks in up-trends, the path for stocks could get
rockier.

Sentiment: Surveys show shifting
sentiment trends
Macro: Turns out that tax reform is hard

• Sentiment Backdrop Becoming More Mixed – There is still little

Russell 2000 – S: 1475, 1425; R: 1515

Momentum: Leading indexes have
seen momentum contract
Breadth: Most areas of the market
remain in longer-term up-trends

Key Near-Term Levels:
S&P 500 – S: 2530, 2450; R: 2600

evidence of any widespread pessimism, but there are signs that optimism
has become less excessive. Representative of this shift in sentiment might
be the recent readings from the NAAIM data – the Exposure index has
dropped from 96% to 49% since the end of September, but median
exposure has dropped only to 90% from 100%.
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The S&P 500 made a new all-time high
in early November, but finished the first
half of the month in the red. The
percentage of stocks trading above their
50-day or 200-day averages has moved
steadily lower since mid-October, and
those peaks were hardly robust. At the
mid-November mark only 68% of S&P
500 stocks were trading above their
200-day averages (down from 75% in
mid-October and 82% earlier this year.
Only 58% of stocks were above their 50day averages, down from more than
75% in mid-October. On the NASDAQ,
only 42% of stocks were above their 50day
averages.
Issue-level
trend
deterioration as the indexes consolidate
gains is not surprising. Longer-term
breadth trends remain strong for now,
and there is little evidence that a
meaningful break down has occurred.
Source: StockCharts

The best test of broad market strength
may come if/when the indexes
complete their consolidation and
attempt their next leg higher (the
longer-term up-trends continue to get
the benefit of the doubt). If there is not
a meaningful expansion in the
percentage of stocks trading above
their various moving averages and an
uptick in the number of stocks making
new highs versus new lows, the
sustainability of any index-level rally
that does emerge could be called into
question.
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With the various sentiment surveys
sending increasing mixed signals, it
might make sense to review each in
turn.

The Investors Intelligence survey of
advisory service sentiment showed a
slight down-tick in bulls and up-tick in
bears this week. The bull-bear spread
retreated from 50% to 48.1%. Still, this
survey
shows
widespread
and
excessive optimism to a degree not
seen in 30 years. Stocks have typically
struggled to sustain upside progress
when bulls have outnumbered bears by
such a degree.

The AAII data had been moving
toward excessive optimism as well.
Coming into this week, Bulls were
at their highest level of the year
and Bears had dropped from 33%
to 23% over the preceding two
weeks. This week brought an
abrupt change – Bulls dropped
from 45% to 29% and are now
outnumbered by bears (35%). We
can tease about the fickleness of
the AAII survey respondents and
question the usefulness of the data
but it does echo the shift seen in
recent weeks in the NDR Trading
Sentiment Composite (more on
that below).
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Before getting to the NDR Sentiment
Composite, let’s consider the NAAIM
data. The NAAIM Exposure index fell
again and is now at its lowest level
since early 2016. While the Exposure
index has moved from 96% in the final
week of September to a sub-50%
reading this week, the median exposure
has hardly been reduced, falling only
from 100% to 90%. The decline in the
exposure index has been driven by a reestablishment in the bearish camp
rather than bulls reining in their horns.
While encouraged by seeing more
skepticism, a drop in the median
exposure level would give us more
confidence that optimism has indeed
been unwound.

The
NDR
Trading
sentiment
composite has been moving lower
over the past month. So far,
however, it does not show
excessive pessimism and over the
past four years, all of the net gains
in the S&P 500 have come when
this indicator has been in the
excessive pessimism zone. In other
words,
while
the
sentiment
backdrop is more mixed and moving
toward
a
more
constructive
message, it is not there yet.

Source: Ned Davis Research
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The Consumer Discretionary sector has
moved to a new 52-week high today,
making it the second sector (after
Utilities) to make a new high. A look at
the support indicators, however, paints a
less constructive picture. On a relative
price basis, the Consumer Discretionary
sector has bounced, but it is too early to
conclude that the longer-term trend there
has shifted. Moreover, momentum
continues to moderate and breadth has
not confirmed the price highs. Consumer
Discretionary continues to be ranked in
the bottom half of our sector-level relative
strength rankings, although it is seeing
some improvement there.
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Appendix – Important Disclosures and Analyst Certification
This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. The opinions
expressed here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained
from sources we consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON COMPANIES MENTIONED HEREIN IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, S&P 400 and Russell 2000 are unmanaged common stock indices
used to measure and report performance of various sectors of the stock market; direct investment in indices is
not available.
Baird is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. Baird is regulated by the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other self-regulatory organizations and
those laws and regulations may differ from Australian laws. This report has been prepared in accordance with
the laws and regulations governing United States broker-dealers and not Australian laws.
Copyright 2017 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
Other Disclosures
United Kingdom (“UK”) disclosure requirements for the purpose of distributing this research into the UK
and other countries for which Robert W. Baird Limited (“RWBL”) holds a MiFID passport.
This material is distributed in the UK and the European Economic Area (“EEA”) by RWBL, which has an office at
Finsbury Circus House, 15 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7EB and is authorized and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
For the purposes of the FCA requirements, this investment research report is classified as investment research
and is objective. The views contained in this report (i) do not necessarily correspond to, and may differ from, the
views of Robert W. Baird Limited or any other entity within the Baird Group, in particular Robert W. Baird & Co.
Incorporated, and (ii) may differ from the views of another individual of Robert W. Baird Limited.
All substantially material sources of the information contained in this report are disclosed. All sources of
information in this report are reliable, but where there is any doubt as to reliability of a particular source, this is
clearly indicated.
Robert W. Baird Group and or one of its affiliates may at any time have a long or short position in the
company/companies mentioned in this report. Where the Group holds a long or short position exceeding 0.5%
of the total issued share capital of the issuer, this will be disclosed separately by your RWBL representative upon
request.
This material is only directed at and is only made available to persons in the EEA who would satisfy the criteria of
being "Professional" investors under MiFID and to persons in the UK falling within articles 19, 38, 47, and 49 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons being
referred to as “relevant persons”). Accordingly, this document is intended only for persons regarded as
investment professionals (or equivalent) and is not to be distributed to or passed onto any other person (such as
persons who would be classified as Retail clients under MiFID).
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated and RWBL have in place organizational and administrative arrangements for
the disclosure and avoidance of conflicts of interest with respect to research recommendations. Robert W. Baird
Group and or one of its affiliates may be party to an agreement with the issuer that is the subject of this report
relating to the provision of services of investment firms. An outline of the general approach taken by Robert W.
Baird Limited in relation to conflicts of interest is available from your RWBL representative upon request. Baird’s
policies and procedures are designed to identify and effectively manage conflicts of interest related to the
preparation and content of research reports and to promote objective and reliable research that reflects the truly
held opinions of research analysts. Analysts certify on a quarterly basis that such research reports accurately
reflect their personal views.
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This material is not intended for persons in jurisdictions where the distribution or publication of this research
report is not permitted under the applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdiction.
Investment involves risk. The price of securities may fluctuate and past performance is not indicative of future
results. Any recommendation contained in the research report does not have regard to the specific investment
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any individuals. You are advised to exercise caution in
relation to the research report. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should
obtain independent professional advice.
RWBL is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. RWBL is regulated by the
FCA under UK laws, which may differ from Australian laws. As such, this document has not been prepared in
accordance with Australian laws.
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